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Firmware Upgrade to 
	 Cisco UCS, Release 
	 2.2






The firmware upgrade
		to 
		Cisco UCS, Release 
		2.2
		needs to be planned with scheduled maintenance windows for standalone fabric
		interconnects and for servers. 
	 


With this firmware
		upgrade, you should expect the following data traffic interruptions: 
	 


[bookmark: concept_FA40895203734900BAE9649DB0D82986__ul_FEB1090D997F4516AD1814BA8D384C27]
	
[bookmark: concept_FA40895203734900BAE9649DB0D82986__li_71491D86DB1E4BC2862AA0879E80B310] 
		  
For fabric
			 interconnects in a cluster configuration, minimal data traffic disruption if
			 the correct sequence of steps is followed. Failover between the fabric
			 interconnects prevents the longer disruption required for the fabric
			 interconnects 
			 and I/O modules to reboot. 
		  



 
		

	
				
For fabric interconnects in a cluster configuration, during a cluster failover, the virtual IP address will be unreachable until a new primary fabric interconnect is elected.




			

	
[bookmark: concept_FA40895203734900BAE9649DB0D82986__li_CAE5E7000E7349CF83236BB7F2157990] 
		  
For a standalone
			 fabric interconnect, data traffic disruption of up to one minute for the
			 servers to reboot and approximately ten minutes for the fabric interconnect 
			 and I/O module to reboot. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_FA40895203734900BAE9649DB0D82986__li_C1EC71484B4B4E79A5D7410A9EAF4B99] 
		  
For servers, if
			 you decide to upgrade them, data disruption while the servers reboot. 
		  



 
		




Cisco maintains a set
		of best practices for managing and updating firmware in the 
		Cisco UCS B-Series Firmware
		  Management Guides and in the following technical note: 
		Unified Computing System
		  Firmware Management Best Practices. 
	 


	[image: ]

Note	




		
For information on how to upgrade a 
		  Cisco UCS 6100 series fabric interconnect to a 
		  Cisco UCS 6200 series fabric interconnect, see 
		  Upgrading Cisco UCS B-Series Hardware.
		


	 










[bookmark: concept_F3FC4E0BB15F437C989574FDAC3603F6]
Cross-Version
	 Firmware Support




Cisco UCS
		allows cross-version firmware support. For information about which 
		Cisco UCS Manager
		A bundle software (Cisco UCS Manager,
		Cisco NX-OS, IOM firmware) can be mixed with the previous release’s B or C
		bundles on the servers (host firmware (FW), BIOS, CIMC, adapter FW and
		drivers), see the 
		Release Notes for Cisco UCS
		  Software for your particular release. 
	 


 In Cisco UCSM Release 2.2 and later releases, the adapter firmware
		version is different from the Cisco UCSM Release version.
	 



Important:  
		
If you implement
		  cross-version firmware, you must ensure that the configurations for the 
		  Cisco UCS domain
		  are supported by the firmware version on the server endpoints. 
		

 
	 










[bookmark: concept_9DAFEA7A78444CF6AE860D8FAF143B7B]
Default Zoning is Not Supported in Cisco UCS, Release 2.1(1a) Onwards



Default zoning has been deprecated from Cisco UCS, Release 2.1(1a) onwards. Cisco has not supported default zoning in Cisco UCS since Cisco UCS, Release 1.4 in April 2011.  Fibre Channel zoning, a more secure form of zoning, is available from Cisco UCS, Release  2.1(1a) onwards. For more information about Fibre Channel zoning, see the Cisco UCS Manager configuration guides for the release to which you are planning to upgrade.


	[image: ]

Caution	




All storage connectivity that relies on default zoning in your current configuration will be lost when you upgrade to Cisco UCS, Release 2.1(1a) or a later release. We recommend that you review the Fibre Channel zoning configuration documentation carefully to prepare your migration before you upgrade to Cisco UCS, Release  2.1(1a) or later.  If you have any questions or need further assistance, contact Cisco Technical Assistance Center.















[bookmark: concept_71EFE58E398D475DAAC2B7FEA4FA9602]
Cautions,
	 Guidelines, and Limitations for Firmware Upgrades



Before you upgrade the
		firmware for any endpoint in a 
		Cisco UCS domain, consider the following cautions, guidelines, and limitations:
	 


	[image: ]

Note	



 
		  
The
			 
			 Cisco UCS Manager GUI
			 does not allow you to choose options that a release does not support. If a 
			 Cisco UCS domain
			 includes hardware that is not supported in the release to which you are
			 upgrading, 
			 Cisco UCS Manager GUI
			 does not display the firmware as an option for that hardware or allow you to
			 upgrade to it. 
		  

 
		   
		






Clear any faults before you
		upgrade the firmware.
	 






[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8]
Configuration
	 Changes and Settings that Can Impact Upgrades



Depending upon the
		configuration of your 
		Cisco UCS domain, the following changes may require you to make configuration
		changes after you upgrade. To avoid faults and other issues, we recommend that
		you make any required changes before you upgrade. 
	 



[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__section_AA388F03EEBA41979116CC6B6626E143]
Impact of
		  Upgrade to 
		  Cisco UCS, Release 2.1(2) and Higher on Initiator IQNs Defined at the
		  Service Profile Level 
 
		
		 
		
If there are two
		  iSCSI vNICs and both use the same initiator IQN (which is supported in 
		  Cisco UCS Release 2.0(1)), upgrading creates a single service profile level
		  initiator IQN and resets the initiator IQNs on the iSCSI vNICs to have no
		  value. 
		

 
		
If the same
		  initiator IQNs are used in iSCSI vNICs across service profiles in 
		  Cisco UCS Release 2.0(1), the upgrade creates duplicate initiator IQNs at
		  the service profile level. This configuration generates faults for each iSCSI
		  vNIC that has a duplicate initiator IQN defined at the service profile level.
		  Changing the duplicate initiator IQNs at the service profile level clears these
		  faults. You must clear these faults before you perform any service profile
		  related operations, such as updating a host firmware package. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__section_A4FB9806BCF84AB889C194E5F8236C2E]
Default
		  Maintenance Policy Should be Configured for User Acknowledgment
 
		 
		
The default
		  maintenance policy is configured to immediately reboot the server when
		  disruptive changes are made to the service profile, such as server firmware
		  upgrades through a host maintenance policy. We recommend that you change the
		  reboot policy setting in the default maintenance policy to user acknowledgment
		  to avoid unexpected disruption of server traffic. 
		

 
		
When you configure
		  the reboot policy in the default maintenance policy to User Ack, the list of
		  disruptive changes are listed with the pending activities. You can then control
		  when the servers are rebooted. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__section_D8439FBA48894DE99E986CD562412460]
Overlapping FCoE
		  VLAN IDs and Ethernet VLAN IDs Are No Longer Allowed with 
		  Cisco UCS Release 2.0 and Higher


		 
		
	[image: ]

Caution	



 
		  
 In 
			 Cisco UCS 1.4 and earlier releases, Ethernet VLANs and FCoE VLANs could
			 have overlapping VLAN IDs. However, starting with 
			 Cisco UCS release 2.0, overlapping VLAN IDs are not allowed. If 
			 Cisco UCS Manager detects overlapping VLAN IDs during an upgrade, it raises a
			 critical fault. If you do not reconfigure your VLAN IDs, 
			 Cisco UCS Manager raises a critical fault and drops Ethernet traffic on the
			 overlapped VLANs. Therefore, we recommend that you ensure there are no
			 overlapping Ethernet and FCoE VLAN IDs before you upgrade to 
			 Cisco UCS Release 2.2. 
		  

 
		  
Be aware that
			 when an uplink trunk is configured with VLAN ID 1 defined and set as the native
			 VLAN, changing the Ethernet VLAN 1 ID to another value can cause network
			 disruption and flapping on the fabric interconnects, resulting in an HA event
			 that introduces a large amount of traffic and makes services temporarily
			 unavailable. 
		  

 
		  
 If you did not
			 explicitly configure the FCoE VLAN ID for a VSAN in 
			 Cisco UCS 1.4 and earlier releases, 
			 Cisco UCS Manager assigned VLAN 1 as the default FCoE VLAN for the default VSAN
			 (with default VSAN ID 1). In those releases, VLAN 1 was also used as the
			 default VLAN for Ethernet traffic. Therefore, if you accepted the default VLAN
			 ID for the FCoE VLAN and one or more Ethernet VLANs, you must reconfigure the
			 VLAN IDs for either the FCoE VLAN(s) on the VSAN(s) or the Ethernet VLAN(s). 
		  

 
		





 
		
For a new
		  installation of 
		  Cisco UCS Release 2.2, the default VLAN IDs are as follows: 
		

 
		
[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__ul_D59588559C1D4CB29C04B1A36802C17A]
	
[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__li_EF962E081AB24FF8A132700542580B7C] 
			 
The default
				Ethernet VLAN ID is 1. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__li_E9177D8E30434DE6B8F8AF5941AD8C54] 
			 

[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__DefaultFCoEVLANID]The default FCoE VLAN ID is
				4048. 
			 



 
		  



 
		
After an upgrade
		  from 
		  Cisco UCS Release 1.4, where VLAN ID 4048 was used for FCoE storage port
		  native VLAN, to release 2.0, the default VLAN IDs are as follows: 
		[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__ul_1B63F2470A854117A042B0C0C9CBD0E9]
	
[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__li_031AEDAF072E49699F986324EF1C484E] 
			 
The default
				Ethernet VLAN ID is 1. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__li_5414021C074B4CCDBE48CB88FEC1110B] 
			 
The current
				default FCoE VLAN ID is preserved. 
				Cisco UCS Manager raises a critical fault on the conflicting Ethernet VLAN, if any.
				You must change one of the VLAN IDs to a VLAN ID that is not used or reserved. 
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Note	



 
		  
If a 
			 Cisco UCS domain uses one of the default VLAN IDs, which results in overlapping
			 VLANs, you can change one or more of the default VLAN IDs to any VLAN ID that
			 is not used or reserved. From release 2.0 and higher, 
			 VLANs with IDs from 4030 to 4047
			 are reserved. 
		  

 
		





 
		 
	 




[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__section_51F9E102211F49F8990E596B99BFC342]
VSANs with IDs
		  in the Reserved Range are not Operational
 
		
		 
		
A VSAN with an ID
		  in the reserved range is not operational after an upgrade. Make sure that none
		  of the VSANs configured in 
		  Cisco UCS Manager are in these reserved ranges: 
		

 
		
	
[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__d2489e922] 
			 

[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__d2489e924]If you plan to use FC switch mode in a 
				Cisco UCS domain, do not configure VSANs with an ID in the range from 3040 to 4078. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__d2489e930] 
			 

[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__d2489e932]If you plan to use FC end-host mode in a 
				Cisco UCS domain, do not configure VSANs with an ID in the range from 3840 to 4079. 
			 



 
		  



 
		
If a VSAN has an
		  ID in the reserved range, change that VSAN ID to any VSAN ID that is not used
		  or reserved. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__section_C16507CF3693497EBB4726358DFA74B2]
IQN Names Must
		  Be Unique for Each iSCSI vNIC

		 
		
 If a 
		  Cisco UCS domain is configured for iSCSI boot, before you upgrade from 
		  Cisco UCS, Release 2.0(1) to Release 2.0(2) or higher, you must ensure that
		  all iSCSI vNICs used across multiple service profiles have unique initiator
		  names. Changing initiator names also involves storage side configuration, which
		  is beyond the scope of this document. 
		

 
		
Cisco provides a
		  script for 
		  Cisco UCS PowerTool that identifies duplicate IQN names within a 
		  Cisco UCS domain. For more information, see 
		  Obtaining Cisco UCS Power Tool
			 and Running the Duplicate IQN Script. 
		

 
		

[bookmark: concept_D3284BCF214A42828E86FB30BC16C0E8__p_IfFaultRaised]If you do not ensure that all iSCSI vNICs have unique names
		  across all service profiles before you upgrade, 
		  Cisco UCS Manager raises a fault on the iSCSI vNICs to warn you that duplicate IQNs
		  are present. Also, if you do not ensure that there are no duplicate IQN names
		  within a service profile (for example, the same name used for both iSCSI
		  vNICs), 
		  Cisco UCS reconfigures the service profile to have a single IQN. For
		  information on how to clear this fault and reconfigure the duplicate IQNs, see
		  the 
		  Cisco UCS B-Series
			 Troubleshooting Guide. 
		

 
	 










[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5]
Hardware-Related
	 Guidelines and Limitations for Firmware Upgrades



The hardware in a 
		Cisco UCS domain can impact how you upgrade. Before you upgrade any endpoint,
		consider the following guidelines and limitations: 
	 



[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__section_NoMaintenance]
No Server or
		  Chassis Maintenance
 
		 
		
	[image: ]

Caution	



 
		  

[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__d2489e643]Do not remove the hardware that contains the endpoint or perform
			 any maintenance on it until the update process completes. If the hardware is
			 removed or otherwise unavailable due to maintenance, the firmware update fails.
			 This failure might corrupt the backup partition. You cannot update the firmware
			 on an endpoint with a corrupted backup partition. 
		  

 
		





 
	 




[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__section_AvoidReplacingRAIDdisks]
Avoid Replacing
		  RAID-Configured Hard Disks During or Prior to Upgrade
 
		 
		
During or prior to 
		  Cisco UCS
		  infrastructure and server firmware upgrades: 
		

 
		
[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__ul_A7737692A8754620BCA732C3AB99FBD5]
	
[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__li_C80B7C020BC2495188245F191E6497D3] 
			 
Do not remove,
				insert or replace any local storage hard disks or SSDs in the servers. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__li_B475A831B7674432B278AF498B70150D] 
			 
Ensure that no
				storage operations are running, including Rebuild, Association, Copyback, BGI,
				and so on. 
			 



 
		  



 
	 




[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__Gen2AdapterUpgrades]
Always Upgrade 
		  Cisco UCS
		  Gen-2 Adapters through a Host Firmware Package
 
		 
		
You cannot upgrade 
		  Cisco UCS
		  Gen-2 adapters directly at the endpoints. You must upgrade the firmware on
		  those adapters through a host firmware package. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__section_NoOplinUpgrade]
Cannot Upgrade 
		  Cisco UCS 82598KR-CI 10-Gigabit Ethernet Adapter 


		
		 
		
The firmware on the 
		  Cisco UCS 82598KR-CI 10-Gigabit Ethernet Adapter (N20-AI0002), Intel-based
		  adapter card, is burned into the hardware at manufacture. You cannot upgrade
		  the firmware on this adapter. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__section_FabricInterconnects]
Number of Fabric
		  Interconnects
 
		 
		

[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__p_updateClusterFI]For a cluster configuration with two fabric interconnects, you
		  can take advantage of the failover between the fabric interconnects and perform
		  a direct firmware upgrade of the endpoints without disrupting data traffic.
		  However, you cannot avoid disrupting data traffic for those endpoints which
		  must be upgraded through a host or management firmware package. 
		

 
		

[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__p_UpdateStandaloneFI]For a standalone configuration with a single fabric
		  interconnect, you can minimize the disruption to data traffic when you perform
		  a direct firmware upgrade of the endpoints. However, you must reboot the fabric
		  interconnect to complete the upgrade and, therefore, cannot avoid disrupting
		  traffic. 
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Note	




		  
If the internal
			 power sequencer firmware for NX-OS is updated as part of the 
			 Cisco UCS
			 upgrade process, then the fabric interconnect will boot to the loader prompt.
			 Power-cycle the fabric interconnect in order to continue. 
		  

 
		





 
	 




[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__section_9FA6293657E74C2DA19C8CDD5BDB819C]
Unsupported
		  Hardware Leads to Discovery Failure
 
		 
		
When you add new
		  servers or adapters to an existing Cisco UCS system with a Cisco UCS Manager
		  release that does not support these servers and adapters, discovery of the
		  system fails. The FSM displays an error message that the server or adapter is
		  not supported on the current UCS firmware version. To resolve this issue, do
		  one of the following: 
		

 
		
	
[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__li_A74C6DF6036D4861AD74838033B55CE0] 
			 
Update the
				Capability Catalog to the latest compatible release 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__li_9B87452F57D44AEE9599DC51162C929D] 
			 
Upgrade the
				Cisco UCS Manager infrastructure firmware to the version required by the new
				hardware. The hardware support matrix in the Release Notes provides
				compatibility details. 
			 



 
		  



 
	 




[bookmark: concept_2CCD5C63B06245C9B38B2F43A8A5D8D5__section_A36DE19D18F04A0FA191FAB44D38416D]
Appliance Ports

		
		
If you are using appliance ports for direct attached storage, you must
		  add VLANs to the ethernet uplinks. This will ensure that vNICS can properly pin
		  on boot.
		


	 










[bookmark: concept_F0F5F04B6AA449F8B2509FCC20A6313D]
Firmware- and
	 Software-Related Guidelines and Limitations for Upgrades



 Before you upgrade
		any endpoint, consider the following guidelines and limitations: 
	 



[bookmark: concept_F0F5F04B6AA449F8B2509FCC20A6313D__section_TypeOfUpdate]
Determine the
		  Appropriate Type of Firmware Upgrade for Each Endpoint
 
		 
		
Some endpoints, such
		  as adapters and the server CIMC, can be upgraded through either a direct
		  firmware upgrade or a firmware package included in a service profile. The
		  configuration of a 
		  Cisco UCS domain determines how you upgrade these endpoints. If the service profiles
		  associated with the servers include a host firmware package, upgrade the
		  adapters for those servers through the firmware package. In the same way, if
		  the service profiles associated with the servers include a management firmware
		  package, upgrade the CIMC for those servers through the firmware package. 
		

 
		
Upgrades of a CIMC through a management firmware package or an
		  adapter through a firmware package in the service profile associated with the
		  server take precedence over direct firmware upgrades. You cannot directly
		  upgrade an endpoint if the service profile associated with the server includes
		  a firmware package. To perform a direct upgrade, you must remove the firmware
		  package from the service profile. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_F0F5F04B6AA449F8B2509FCC20A6313D__section_NoActivateALL]
Do Not Activate
		  All Endpoints Simultaneously in 
		  Cisco UCS Manager GUI 

 
		 
		

[bookmark: concept_F0F5F04B6AA449F8B2509FCC20A6313D__p_postreqGuiOnlyUpdate]If you use 
		  Cisco UCS Manager GUI to update the firmware, do not select 
		  ALL from the 
		  Filter drop-down list in the 
		  Activate
			 Firmware dialog box to activate all endpoints simultaneously. Many
		  firmware releases and patches have dependencies that require the endpoints to
		  be activated in a specific order for the firmware update to succeed. This order
		  can change depending upon the contents of the release or patch. Activating all
		  endpoints does not guarantee that the updates occur in the required order and
		  can disrupt communications between the endpoints and the fabric interconnects
		  and 
		  Cisco UCS Manager. For information about the dependencies in a specific release or
		  patch, see the release notes provided with that release or patch. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_F0F5F04B6AA449F8B2509FCC20A6313D__section_03136B598953415A971FF105689729D2]
Determine Available Bootflash and Workspace Partition

		
		
The bootflash partition is dedicated solely to firmware images managed
		  by 
		  Cisco UCS Manager.
		  To initiate upgrade or downgrade, at least 20 percent of the bootflash
		  partition must be available. Faults are raised when the bootflash partition
		  exceeds 70 percent and 90 percent capacity.
		


		
 The workspace partition on the fabric interconnect stores tech
		  support files, core files, and the debug plugin. To initiate upgrade or
		  downgrade, at least 20 percent of the workspace partition must be available.
		


	 




[bookmark: concept_F0F5F04B6AA449F8B2509FCC20A6313D__section_ImpactActivation]
Impact of
		  Activation for Adapters 
		  and I/O Modules

 
		 
		
During a direct upgrade, you should configure 
		  Set
			 Startup Version Only for an adapter. With this setting, the
		  activated firmware moves into the pending-next-boot state, and the server is
		  not immediately rebooted. The activated firmware does not become the running
		  version of firmware on the adapter until the server is rebooted. You cannot
		  configure 
		  Set
			 Startup Version Only for an adapter in the host firmware package. 
		

 
		
If a server is not associated with a service profile, the
		  activated firmware remains in the pending-next-boot state. 
		  Cisco UCS Manager does not reboot the endpoints or activate the firmware until
		  the server is associated with a service profile. If necessary, you can manually
		  reboot or reset an unassociated server to activate the firmware. 
		

 
		
When you configure 
		  Set
			 Startup Version Only for an I/O module, the I/O module is rebooted
		  when the fabric interconnect in its data path is rebooted. If you do not
		  configure 
		  Set
			 Startup Version Only for an I/O module, the I/O module reboots and
		  disrupts traffic. In addition, if 
		  Cisco UCS Manager detects a protocol and firmware version mismatch between the
		  fabric interconnect and the I/O module, 
		  Cisco UCS Manager automatically updates the I/O module with the firmware version
		  that matches the firmware in the fabric interconnect, and then activates the
		  firmware and reboots the I/O module again. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_F0F5F04B6AA449F8B2509FCC20A6313D__DisableCallHome]
Disable Call
		  Home before Upgrading to Avoid Unnecessary Alerts (Optional)
 
		 
		

[bookmark: concept_F0F5F04B6AA449F8B2509FCC20A6313D__DisableCallHomePara]When you upgrade a 
		  Cisco UCS domain, 
		  Cisco UCS Manager restarts the components to complete the upgrade process. This
		  restart causes events that are identical to service disruptions and component
		  failures that trigger Call Home alerts to be sent. If you do not disable Call
		  Home before you begin the upgrade, you can ignore the alerts generated by the
		  upgrade-related component restarts. 
		

 
	 










[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A]
Cautions,
	 Guidelines, and Limitations for Upgrading with 
	 Auto Install




Before you use 
		Auto Install
		to upgrade the firmware for any endpoint in a 
		Cisco UCS domain, consider the following cautions, guidelines, and limitations: 
	 


	[image: ]

Note	



 
		
These guidelines are
		  specific to 
		  Auto Install
		  and are in addition to those listed in 
		  Cautions, Guidelines, and Limitations for Firmware Upgrades.
		  
		

 
	 







[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_08B40E88E45D416B9F0146CA96E50E3B]
State of the
		  Endpoints
 
		 
		
Before you begin an
		  upgrade, all affected endpoints must be in the following state: 
		

 
		
	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_04001C6DAA5744D5946B43CC07C9A63A] 
			 
For a cluster
				configuration, verify that the high availability status of the fabric
				interconnects shows that both are up and running. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_40FDEDF000F840348376C184EE44C92A] 
			 
For a standalone
				configuration, verify that the Overall Status of the fabric interconnect is
				Operable. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_1B44D2786AAA4A8EA80EC9ECFA56643B] 
			 
For all
				endpoints to be upgraded, verify that they are in an Operable state. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_D3E4E1639A4C40D495D6A30F5BE3833C] 
			 
For all
				servers to be upgraded, verify that all the servers have been discovered and
				that discovery did not fail. 
				Install Server
						  Firmware
				will fail if any server endpoints cannot be upgraded. 
			 



 
		  



 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_2E1B5F4A6F70405FA5385A3CC4D1258B]
Recommendations for the Default Host Firmware Policy
 
		 
		
After you upgrade 
		  Cisco UCS Manager,
		  a new host firmware policy named "default" is created, and assigned to all
		  service profiles that did not already include a host firmware policy. The
		  default host firmware policy is blank. It does not contain any firmware entries
		  for any components. This default policy is also configured for an immediate
		  reboot rather than waiting for user acknowledgment before rebooting the
		  servers. 
		

 
		
 During the
		  upgrade of server firmware, you can add firmware for the blade and rack mount
		  servers in the 
		  Cisco UCS domain to the default host firmware policy. To complete the upgrade, all
		  servers must be rebooted. 
		

 
		
Every service
		  profile that is assigned the default host firmware policy reboots the
		  associated server according to the maintenance policy included in the service
		  profile. If the maintenance policy is set to immediate reboot, you cannot
		  cancel the upgrade or prevent the servers from rebooting after you complete the
		  configuration in the 
		  Install
			 Server Firmware wizard. We recommend that you verify the maintenance
		  policy associated with these service profiles to ensure that they are set for a
		  timed reboot or for user acknowledgment. 
		

 
		
	[image: ]

Note	



 
		  
		  
 If you are
			 upgrading from a release prior to 2.1(2a), you may be impacted by CSCup57496.
			 After manually upgrading the CIMC and associating a service profile, remove the
			 Management Firmware pack to activate the firmware of CIMC. For more
			 information, please refer to 
			 https://tools.cisco.com/bugsearch/bug/CSCup57496. 
		  

 
		





 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_478389B1936142BBACCD97DB87DF683D]
Available
		  Bootflash Partition
 
		 
		
The bootflash
		  partition is dedicated solely to firmware images managed by 
		  Cisco UCS Manager.
		  To initiate Auto Install, at least 20 percent of the bootflash partition must
		  be available. Faults are raised when the bootflash partition exceeds 70 percent
		  and 90 percent capacity. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_3BE64ECB526A47ADAE0AD7A9B92C09C8]
 Available
		  Workspace Partition
 
		 
		
 The workspace
		  partition on the fabric interconnect stores tech support files, core files, and
		  the debug plugin. To initiate upgrade or downgrade, at least 20 percent of the
		  workspace partition must be available. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_39A12B811583485CAB31625DBA02E008]
Time, Date,
		  and Time Zone on Fabric Interconnects Must Be Identical
 
		 
		
To ensure that the
		  fabric interconnects in a cluster configuration are in sync, you must ensure
		  that they are configured for the same date, time, and time zone. We recommend
		  that you configure an NTP server and the correct time zone in both fabric
		  interconnects. If the date, time or time zone in the fabric interconnects are
		  out of sync, the 
		  Auto Install
		  might fail. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_375D3F50758642FFA5BE7665AA50501D]
Cannot Upgrade
		  Infrastructure and Server Firmware Simultaneously
 
		 
		
You cannot upgrade
		  the infrastructure firmware at the same time as you upgrade server firmware. We
		  recommend that you upgrade the infrastructure firmware first and then upgrade
		  the server firmware. Do not begin the server firmware upgrade until the
		  infrastructure firmware upgrade is completed. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_A494CE11B6704C33A1792A6C659AD9B3]
Required
		  Privileges
 
		 
		
Users must have the
		  following privileges to upgrade endpoints with 
		  Auto Install:
		  
		

 
		


[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__table_4CB90A0360624150BE242265FCB6F47E]
	Privileges 
				  	Upgrade Tasks User Can
					 Perform 
				  
	 
					 
admin 
					 

 
				  
	 
					 
	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_A47F7EEE6F204DCFAB4741410E9232CC] 
						  
Run 
							 Install Infrastructure Firmware
							 
						  




 
						

	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_13C4D76A579445D8AD50884B2C2C85EF] 
						  
 Run 
							 Install Server
						  Firmware
							 
						  




 
						

	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_2B712542AAF6476590DD5D1A2F56AECD] 
						  
Add,
							 delete, and modify host firmware packages 
						  



 
						



 
				  

	 
					 
Service
						profile compute (ls-compute) 
					 

 
				  
	 
					 
 Run 
						Install Server
						  Firmware
						
					 


 
				  

	 
					 
Service
						profile server policy (ls-server-policy) 
					 

 
				  
	 
					 
Add,
						delete, and modify host firmware packages 
					 

 
				  

	 
					 
Service
						profile config policy (ls-config-policy) 
					 

 
				  
	 
					 
Add,
						delete, and modify host firmware packages 
					 

 
				  






 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_EF8F1E76C7B44F3D89E30C4AF38219C5]
Impact of Host
		  Firmware Packages and Management Firmware Packages on 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware

 
		
		
		
Because 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware
		  uses host firmware packages to upgrade the servers, you do not have to upgrade
		  all servers in a 
		  Cisco UCS domain
		  to the same firmware versions. However, all servers which have associated
		  service profiles that include the host firmware packages you selected when you
		  configured 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware
		  are upgraded to the firmware versions in the specified software bundles. 
		

 
		
If the service
		  profiles associated with servers include a management firmware package as well
		  as a host firmware package, 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware
		  uses the firmware version in the management firmware package to upgrade the
		  CIMC on the servers. The CIMC is not upgraded to the firmware version in the
		  host firmware package, even if it is a more recent version of the CIMC than the
		  one in the management firmware package. If you want to use the host firmware
		  packages to upgrade the CIMC in the servers, you must remove the management
		  firmware packages from the associated service profiles. 
		

 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_36C0BCAC8782470EAD7B5392F6F0C303]
Effect of Using 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware
		  on Servers Whose Service Profiles Do Not Include a Host Firmware
		  Package
 
		 
		
If you use 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware
		  to upgrade server endpoints on servers that have associated service profiles
		  without host firmware packages, 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware
		  uses the default host firmware package to upgrade the servers. You can only
		  update the default host firmware package through 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware.
		  
		

 
		
If you want to
		  upgrade the CIMC or adapters in a server with an associated service profile
		  that has previously been updated through the default host firmware package in 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware,
		  you must use one of the following methods: 
		

 
		
	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_7D5CA77CE18641CA9C5AF53FF72765F2] 
			 
Use 
				Install Server
						  Firmware
				to modify the default host firmware package and then upgrade the server through
				
				Install Server
						  Firmware.
				
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_2E1109AA0BF34E6EAA400B2771028209] 
			 
Create a new
				host firmware package policy, assign it to the service profile associated with
				the server, and then upgrade the server through that host firmware package
				policy. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__li_BD5C6B7C4F7A4B6FBB906131D71D0E95] 
			 
Disassociate
				the service profile from the server and then directly upgrade the server
				endpoints. 
			 



 
		  



 
	 




[bookmark: concept_26C3DE95098A45C8AA654F6047253E4A__section_55649F172B9F415FB540ABA3DDE8849B]
Upgrading Server
		  Firmware on Newly Added Servers
 
		 
		
If you add a server
		  to a 
		  Cisco UCS domain
		  after you run 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware,
		  the firmware on the new server is not automatically upgraded by 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware.
		  If you want to upgrade the firmware on a newly added server to the firmware
		  version used when you last ran 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware,
		  you must manually upgrade the endpoints to upgrade the firmware on that server.
		  
		  Install Server
						  Firmware
		  requires a change in firmware version each time. You cannot rerun 
		  Install Server
						  Firmware
		  to upgrade servers to the same firmware version. 
		

 
		 
	 













[bookmark: topic_82919A83DCE546FAA1C8137F2FFCD2CB]
Downloading the
	 Cisco UCS, Release 2.2
	 Firmware



This section contains
		information about how to obtain the Cisco UCS, Release 2.2
		firmware and download it to a fabric interconnect.
	 






[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C]
Prerequisites for
	 Upgrading and Downgrading Firmware



All endpoints in a 
		Cisco UCS domain must be fully functional and all processes must be complete before
		you begin a firmware upgrade or downgrade on those endpoints. You cannot
		upgrade or downgrade an endpoint that is not in a functional state. For
		example, the firmware on a server that has not been discovered cannot be
		upgraded or downgraded. An incomplete process, such as an FSM that has failed
		after the maximum number of retries, can cause the upgrade or downgrade on an
		endpoint to fail. If an FSM is in progress, 
		Cisco UCS Manager queues up the update and activation and runs them when the FSM has
		completed successfully. 
	 


Colored
		boxes around components on the 
		Equipment tab may indicate that an endpoint on that
		component cannot be upgraded or downgraded. Verify the status of that component
		before you attempt to upgrade the endpoints. 
	 


	[image: ]

Note	



 
		
The 
		  Installed
			 Firmware tab in 
		  Cisco UCS Manager GUI does not provide sufficient information to complete these
		  prerequisites. 
		

 
	 






Before you upgrade or
		downgrade firmware in a 
		Cisco UCS domain, complete the following prerequisites: 
	 


[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__ul_406051076F8B456F91C0690866895488]
	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_4D234B287AA44D9AB6E186290C56AEC7] 
		  
Review the Release
			 Notes. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_B457127FE52442E189741E4F4A89817F] 
		  
Review the
			 relevant 
			 Hardware and Software
				Interoperability Matrix to ensure the operating systems on all servers
			 have the right driver levels for the release of 
			 Cisco UCS to which you plan to upgrade. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_8DBD18B247A34C5BA1DB8A5160DCFCD1] 
		  
Back up the
			 configuration into an All Configuration backup file. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_141436EC58354C4CBD3F7AAEA6F34292] 
		  
For a cluster
			 configuration, verify that the high availability status of the fabric
			 interconnects shows that both are up and running. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_DAAB110C6CB243C8B3FD86E1912DE871] 
		  
For a standalone
			 configuration, verify that the Overall Status of the fabric interconnect is
			 Operable. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_0B1982DC684A43B799575DAE7CAF3D75] 
		  
Verify that the
			 data path is up and running. For more information, see the Verifying that the
			 Data Path is Ready section in the appropriate 
			 Firmware Management
				Guide. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_19577F3A9EB24E868EF43150D72BDF92] 
		  
Verify that all
			 servers, I/O modules, and adapters are fully functional. An inoperable server
			 cannot be upgraded. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_6B02847ADFA9479F954EFCCC2DB0A04C] 
		  
Verify that the 
			 Cisco UCS domain does not include any critical or major faults. If such faults
			 exist, you must resolve them before you upgrade the system. A critical or major
			 fault may cause the upgrade to fail. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_321E14537CD54AE0AAD69226B0F181DE] 
		  
Verify that all
			 servers have been discovered. They do not need to be powered on or associated
			 with a service profile. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_CF554AF820844B968182F268B26980E1] 
		  
If you want to
			 integrate a rack-mount server into the 
			 Cisco UCS domain, follow the instructions in the appropriate 
			 C-Series Rack-Mount Server
				Integration Guide for installing and integrating a rack-mount server in
			 a system managed by 
			 Cisco UCS Manager. 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_72FFEA8BBC494D8F99C8236DC094F90D] 
		  
For 
			 Cisco UCS domains that are configured for iSCSI boot, do the following before you
			 upgrade: 
		  



 
		  
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__ul_AF29F92F23D14270B7D7668E709CDE30]
	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_3CA2222990634368BB657F9A7F82F70B] 
				
Ensure that
				  all iSCSI vNICs used across multiple service profiles have unique initiator
				  names. 
				



 
			 

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_06BCCB86562149668E3D24E2CD870EB4] 
				
If any iSCSI
				  vNICs have the same initiator name within a service profile, 
				  Cisco UCS reconfigures the service profile to have a single unique initiator
				  name. 
				



 
			 

	
[bookmark: concept_DD68485034FB4E258D5827880D37225C__li_C8FC0C62FD8240BD86595BDC5D73F37A] 
				
Make the
				  corresponding IQN initiator name changes on any network storage devices to
				  ensure that the boot LUNs are visible to the new IQN. 
				



 
			 



 
		











[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6]
Obtaining Software
	 Bundles from Cisco




[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__prereq_6199A927CB6147E58DC9FC7960B1853B]Before You Begin
 
		

Determine which of
		  the following software bundles you need to update the 
		  Cisco UCS domain: 
		

 
		
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__ul_BundleList]
	
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__li_1832C1FDDBB3489787DE0E48E81E2C4A] 
			 

Cisco UCS Infrastructure
						  Software Bundle—Required for all 
				Cisco UCS domains. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__li_AC3018C4BCB546F280BC3E7CCF2E5B8C] 
			 
 
				
Cisco UCS B-Series Blade
						  Server Software Bundle—Required for all 
				Cisco UCS domains that include blade servers. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__li_EE75415074DC4468AF8E925223DAA871] 
			 
 
				
Cisco UCS C-Series
						  Rack-Mount UCS-Managed Server Software Bundle—Only required for 
				Cisco UCS domains that include integrated rack-mount servers. This bundle contains
				firmware to enable 
				Cisco UCS Manager to manage those servers and is not applicable to standalone
				C-Series rack-mount servers. 
			 



 
		  



 
	 




[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__steps_F6587CC902A44DC3B3412F3E765E2BAB]Procedure




	Step 1  
                	[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__step_99D6928F4E0047A3BF8C16B72F2D7928]In a web
			 browser, navigate to 
			  Cisco.com. 
		  
	Step 2  
                	[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__step_0812712B23B64CB89680C03345F791C3]Under 
			 Support, click 
			 All
				Downloads. 
		  
	Step 3  
                	[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__step_05F619777CC74AB9BCF65FD3D5CB8CB1]In the center
			 pane, click 
			 Servers
				- Unified Computing. 
		  
	Step 4  
                	[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__step_7C2D5519395F46A4919789604A17C2F0]If prompted,
			 enter your Cisco.com username and password to log in. 
		  
	Step 5  
                	[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__step_D09A67A1193245049723E6B3FCF6E1DA]In the right
			 pane, click the link for the software bundles you require, as follows: 
		  

	Bundle 
					Navigation Path
	 
				  

Cisco UCS Infrastructure
						  Software Bundle 
				  



	 
				  
Click 
					 Cisco UCS Infrastructure and
						  UCS Manager Software > Unified Computing System (UCS) Infrastructure Software
						  Bundle. 
				  

 
				

	 
				  

Cisco UCS B-Series Blade
						  Server Software Bundle 
				  



	 
				  
Click 
					 Cisco UCS B-Series Blade
						  Server Software > Unified Computing System (UCS) Server Software
						  Bundle. 
				  



	 
				  

Cisco UCS C-Series
						  Rack-Mount UCS-Managed Server Software Bundle 
				  



	 
				  
Click 
					 Cisco UCS C-Series
						  Rack-Mount UCS-Managed Server Software > Unified Computing System
						  (UCS) Server Software Bundle. 
				  





  
			 
	Tip   
            
          	 
				
The Unified
				  Computing System (UCS) Documentation Roadmap Bundle, which is accessible
				  through these paths, is a downloadable ISO image of all 
				  Cisco UCS documentation. 
				

 
			 



 
		  

	Step 6  
                	[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__step_9EE5B4DFFBE946B280270B78364B2811]On the first
			 page from which you download a software bundle, click the 
			 Release
				Notes link to download the latest version of the Release Notes. 
		  
	Step 7  
                	[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__step_5827D4F5C8F74C5B97CA2FE404C4641B]For each
			 software bundle that you want to download, do the following: 
		  [bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__substeps_E10C9291CD5B424DA27983B9FB803304]
	
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__substep_9BEAC06033B54258A054300AD10F16E4]Click the
				  link for the latest software bundle for the release you want to download. 
				  
				  
The release
					 number is followed by a number and a letter in parentheses. The number
					 identifies the maintenance release level, and the letter differentiates between
					 patches of that maintenance release. For more information about what is in each
					 maintenance release and patch, see the latest version of the Release Notes. 
				  

 
				

	
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__substep_AC831664068A4B3F834D78AD0F948A08]Click one of
				  the following buttons and follow the instructions provided: 
				  
				  [bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__ul_6CD890FF21FB46A1A03D7395418B20F2]
	
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__li_F4323FAD476249A88C57D2F81C5A9C02] 
						
 
						  
Download Now—Allows you to download the software
						  bundle immediately. 
						



 
					 

	
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__li_07C34E16653D488F97A06B3EE793DD65] 
						
 
						  
Add to Cart—Adds the software bundle to your cart to
						  be downloaded at a later time. 
						



 
					 



 
				

	
[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__substep_4070FF05F0E14A27BA6ED337931355ED]Follow the
				  prompts to complete your download of the software bundle(s). 
				





	Step 8  
                	[bookmark: task_394F852917DD4067988FB93772BF4BF6__step_F916396A04F24E9EAC5DC88318EC16EE]Read the Release
			 Notes before upgrading your 
			 Cisco UCS domain. 
		  





What to Do Next


		

Download the
		  software bundles to the fabric interconnect. 
		

 
	 








[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7]
Downloading Firmware
	 Images to the Fabric Interconnect from a Remote Location




[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__context_354304BC973F45FCACDF81FA5EA8039A]
		
	[image: ]

Note	



 
		  
In a cluster
			 setup, the image file for the firmware bundle is downloaded to both fabric
			 interconnects, regardless of which fabric interconnect is used to initiate the
			 download. 
			 Cisco UCS Manager maintains all firmware packages and images in both fabric
			 interconnects in sync. If one fabric interconnect is down, the download
			 finishes successfully. The images are synced to the other fabric interconnect
			 when it comes back online. 
		  

 
		






	 




[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__prereq_2ABEE832A38A496D88F05AECDD7BE3CA]Before You Begin
 
		

Obtain the required firmware bundles from Cisco. 
		


	 




[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__steps_54CCED916D154DB8940CF3715E454CB8]Procedure




	Step 1  
                	In the 
			 Navigation pane, click 
			 Equipment. 
		  
	Step 2  
                	[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__step_D066E4F4286C42A4A0F7C196869912F8]Click the 
			 Equipment node. 
		  
	Step 3  
                	[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__step_4F03144F4781419292A3AE8E07EEA6AA]In the 
			 Work pane, click the 
			 Firmware Management tab. 
		  
	Step 4  
                	[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__step_D9B4639C656A47F784C49A7D68B6C2C0]Click the 
			 Installed Firmware tab. 
		  
	Step 5  
                	[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__step_E00FF14D46244B1381C86B91468E0D73]Click 
			 Download
				Firmware. 
		  
	Step 6  
                	[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__step_1EA6721394364E7A99733142FBDCFB4D] In the 
			 Download
				Firmware dialog box, click the 
			 Remote
				File System radio button in the 
			 Location
				of the Image File field and fill in the required fields.
		  
	Step 7  
                	[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__step_A5C40606D93F4310BAE6F05D239E98EA] Click 
			 OK. 
		    
			 
 
				
Cisco UCS Manager GUI begins downloading the firmware bundle
				to the fabric interconnect. 
			 

 
		  

	Step 8  
                	[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__step_C88D033ECF9A461FB1CF919F12FA85D1](Optional) 
      Monitor the
			 status of the download on the 
			 Download Tasks tab. 
		    
			 
	Note   
                
              	 
				
 If 
				  Cisco UCS Manager reports that the bootflash is out of space, delete obsolete
				  bundles on the 
				  Packages tab to free up space. To view the available
				  space in bootflash, navigate to the fabric interconnect, click 
				  Equipment, and expand the 
				  Local Storage Information area on the 
				  General tab. 
				

 
			 



 
		  

	Step 9  
                	[bookmark: task_C8E850B883D741BFBEF0FBBA409C6CB7__step_521D1F3755C1487E877670FF202B3CE2]Repeat this task
			 until all the required firmware bundles have been downloaded to the fabric
			 interconnect.
		  





What to Do Next


		

After the image file for the firmware bundles download
		  completes, update the firmware on the endpoints. 
		


	 








[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66]
Downloading Firmware
	 Images to the Fabric Interconnect from the Local File System




[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__context_354304BC973F45FCACDF81FA5EA8039A]
		
	[image: ]

Note	



 
		  
In a cluster
			 setup, the image file for the firmware bundle is downloaded to both fabric
			 interconnects, regardless of which fabric interconnect is used to initiate the
			 download. 
			 Cisco UCS Manager maintains all firmware packages and images in both fabric
			 interconnects in sync. If one fabric interconnect is down, the download
			 finishes successfully. The images are synced to the other fabric interconnect
			 when it comes back online. 
		  

 
		






	 




[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__prereq_2ABEE832A38A496D88F05AECDD7BE3CA]Before You Begin
 
		

Obtain the required firmware bundles from Cisco. 
		


	 




[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__steps_FE3E49E36000422FA8A69F15348CDBB7]Procedure




	Step 1  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_C71339D3DA294AE9B97AB9FD5ABE7165]In the 
			 Navigation pane, click 
			 Equipment. 
		  
	Step 2  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_D066E4F4286C42A4A0F7C196869912F8]Click the 
			 Equipment node. 
		  
	Step 3  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_4F03144F4781419292A3AE8E07EEA6AA]In the 
			 Work pane, click the 
			 Firmware Management tab. 
		  
	Step 4  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_D9B4639C656A47F784C49A7D68B6C2C0]Click the 
			 Installed Firmware tab. 
		  
	Step 5  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_E00FF14D46244B1381C86B91468E0D73]Click 
			 Download
				Firmware. 
		  
	Step 6  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_1EA6721394364E7A99733142FBDCFB4D] In the 
			 Download
				Firmware dialog box, click the 
			 Local
				File System radio button in the 
			 Location
				of the Image File field.
		  
	Step 7  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_C9D1147E55FC4C6C98DBAD8F77EF36AF]In the 
			 Filename field, type the full path and and name of
			 the image file.
		   
			 
If you do not
				know the exact path to the folder where the firmware image file is located,
				click 
				Browse and navigate to the file.
			 


			 
		  

	Step 8  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_A5C40606D93F4310BAE6F05D239E98EA] Click 
			 OK. 
		    
			 
 
				
Cisco UCS Manager GUI
				begins downloading the firmware bundle to the fabric interconnect. 
			 

 
		  

	Step 9  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_9C8647D676784FE0A039C70EE517274D](Optional) 
      Monitor the
			 status of the firmware bundle download on the 
			 Download
				Tasks tab. 
		    
			 
	Note   
                
              	 
				
 If 
				  Cisco UCS Manager
				  reports that the bootflash is out of space, delete obsolete bundles on the 
				  Packages tab to free up space. To view the available
				  space in bootflash, navigate to the fabric interconnect on the 
				  Equipment tab and expand the 
				  Local Storage Information area on the 
				  General tab.
				

 
			 



 
		  

	Step 10  
                	[bookmark: task_0EE4036D9F434685A3CD94EBC0501B66__step_521D1F3755C1487E877670FF202B3CE2]Repeat this task
			 until all the required firmware bundles have been downloaded to the fabric
			 interconnect.
		  





What to Do Next


		

After the image file for the firmware bundles download
		  completes, update the firmware on the endpoints. 
		

 
	 











[bookmark: topic_6505D0253916438AB0D832BA8840A9FA]
Upgrading the Firmware to Cisco UCS,  Release 2.2



This section contains information about the steps you need to follow to upgrade a Cisco UCS domain to Cisco UCS, Release 2.2.






[bookmark: concept_D391498EFDB0467B8BA3414E1105E89C]
Options for Firmware Upgrades to Cisco UCS, Release 2.2



With Cisco UCS, Release 2.2, you have the following options for upgrading the firmware in a Cisco UCS domain:


	
[bookmark: concept_D391498EFDB0467B8BA3414E1105E89C__li_46A5D3951A124B238C793C045C64CBEE]
Upgrade with Auto Install—This upgrade path requires that the pre-upgrade level of firmware in the Cisco UCS domain be at the latest firmware version for that release. To use this upgrade option, you must first upgrade Cisco UCS Manager to the latest version of Cisco UCS, Release 2.2 and then use  Auto Install to upgrade the remaining infrastructure components. This option uses host firmware packages to  upgrade all server endpoints.





	
[bookmark: concept_D391498EFDB0467B8BA3414E1105E89C__li_66381366EEB94009A8055D3B9A761C66]
Upgrade manually—This upgrade path does not require that the pre-upgrade level of firmware be at a specific level for that release. You can choose to upgrade some server endpoints, such as adapters, manually.  















[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A]
Summary of Steps for
	 Upgrading from Release 2.0 with 
	 Auto Install




The following set of steps assumes that you have included host
		  firmware packages in the service profiles of all servers. See the 
		  Cisco UCS B-Series Firmware
			 Management Guides for details of the appropriate procedures. 
		


The order of steps is
		designed to minimize the disruption to data traffic. If you do not follow this
		order, the firmware upgrade may fail and the servers may experience
		communication issues with 
		Cisco UCS Manager. 
	 


[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__ol_RecOrder102onwards]
	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_4885BB94F4714ABF95E078FE463065C8] 
			 
Complete all
				prerequisite steps, as described in 
				Prerequisites for Upgrading and Downgrading Firmware. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_downloadFirmware] 
		  
Obtain the
			 following firmware images from Cisco.com and download them to the fabric
			 interconnect. For more information, see 
			 Downloading the Cisco UCS, Release 2.2 Firmware. 
		  



 
		  
	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d161e46] 
			 

Cisco UCS Infrastructure
						  Software Bundle—Required for all 
				Cisco UCS domains. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d161e56] 
			 
 
				
Cisco UCS B-Series Blade
						  Server Software Bundle—Required for all 
				Cisco UCS domains that include blade servers. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d161e67] 
			 
 
				
Cisco UCS C-Series
						  Rack-Mount UCS-Managed Server Software Bundle—Only required for 
				Cisco UCS domains that include integrated rack-mount servers. This bundle contains
				firmware to enable 
				Cisco UCS Manager to manage those servers and is not applicable to standalone
				C-Series rack-mount servers. 
			 



 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_4E2364D65BF44C618C40ED5A16036878] 
			 
(Optional)
				Disable Call Home—If the 
				Cisco UCS domain includes Call Home or Smart Call Home, disable Call Home to
				ensure you do not receive unnecessary alerts when 
				Cisco UCS Manager restarts components. For more information, see 
				Disabling Call Home. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_D30C1967504F4B18978FC982C94FE524] 
			 
Activate 
				Cisco UCS Manager—Choose 
				Skip
				  Validation when performing this step. For more information, see 
				Activating the Cisco UCS
				  Manager Software. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_653604D535F040A7AF51614E1771296D] 
			 
Upgrade the
				infrastructure firmware—In 
				Cisco UCS Manager, choose 
				Equipment > Firmware
					 Management > Firmware Auto Install, click 
				Install Infrastructure Firmware and complete the
				fields to upgrade the infrastructure. For more information, see 
				Upgrading the Infrastructure
				  Firmware with Auto Install. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_2CC945D190134683A922E3F1502DBCC2]
			 
Verify that the
				data path has been restored. For more information, see 
				Verifying that the Data Path
				  is Ready. 
			 



 
			 
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d2344e362]
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Caution	




				
To upgrade
				  with minimal disruption, you must confirm the following: 
				

 
				
	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d2344e368] 
					 
Ensure
						that both of the fabric interconnects and the service profiles are configured
						for failover. 
					 



 
				  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d2344e373] 
					 
Verify
						that the data path has been successfully restored from the secondary fabric
						interconnect before you acknowledge the reboot of the primary fabric
						interconnect. 
					 



 
				  



 
			 





 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_21BC4B2EEE9A4080A73119862B961382] 
			 
Acknowledge
				the reboot of the primary fabric interconnect on the 
				User
				  Acknowledged Activities tab of the 
				Pending Activities dialog box. Click the 
				Pending Activities icon to open the dialog box. For
				more information, see 
				Acknowledging the Reboot of
				  the Primary Fabric Interconnect. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_D4B8C78417AF4124BC9FED376BD96949] 
			 
Upgrade the
				server firmware—Complete the following steps in the 
				Install Servers Firmware wizard. For more
				information, see 
				Upgrading the Server Firmware
				  with Auto Install. 
			 



 
			 
	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d2344e568] 
				  
In 
					 Cisco UCS Manager, choose 
					 Equipment > Firmware
						  Management > Firmware Auto Install, click 
					 Install Servers Firmware. 
				  



 
				

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d2344e587] 
				  
Choose the
					 firmware bundles that you have just downloaded to the fabric interconnects. 
				  



 
				

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d2344e592] 
				  
Click on
					 the root for the host firmware packages to upgrade all servers, including those
					 that do not have an associated service profile. 
				  



 
				

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d2344e597] 
				  
On the 
					 Impacted Endpoints Summary page, review the list of
					 servers that will be reset by this upgrade. 
				  



 
				

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__d2344e605] 
				  
Wait for
					 all the servers in the 
					 Cisco UCS domain to complete their upgrades. 
				  



 
				



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C543CF00EC724D198B31BDF329FDE53A__li_5ADA07FAFA754FC1B74FB6AD8A1C339E] 
			 
(Optional)
				Enable Call Home—If you disabled Call Home before the upgrading the firmware,
				enable Call Home. For more information, see 
				Enabling Call Home. 
			 



 
		  











[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808]
Summary of Steps for
	 Manually Upgrading from Release 2.0
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Note	



 
		
The following set of steps assumes that you have included host
		  firmware packages in the service profiles of all servers. See the 
		  Cisco UCS B-Series Firmware
			 Management Guides for details of the appropriate procedures. 
		

 
	 






The order of steps is
		designed to minimize the disruption to data traffic. If you do not follow this
		order, the firmware upgrade may fail and the servers may experience
		communication issues with 
		Cisco UCS Manager. 
	 


[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__ol_RecOrder102onwards]
	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_4885BB94F4714ABF95E078FE463065C8] 
			 
Complete all
				prerequisite steps, as described in 
				Prerequisites for Upgrading and Downgrading Firmware. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_downloadFirmware] 
		  
Obtain the
			 following firmware images from Cisco.com and download them to the fabric
			 interconnect. For more information, see 
			 Downloading the Cisco UCS, Release 2.2 Firmware.
			 
		  



 
		  
	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d161e46] 
			 

Cisco UCS Infrastructure
						  Software Bundle—Required for all 
				Cisco UCS domains. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d161e56] 
			 
 
				
Cisco UCS B-Series Blade
						  Server Software Bundle—Required for all 
				Cisco UCS domains that include blade servers. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d161e67] 
			 
 
				
Cisco UCS C-Series
						  Rack-Mount UCS-Managed Server Software Bundle—Only required for 
				Cisco UCS domains that include integrated rack-mount servers. This bundle contains
				firmware to enable 
				Cisco UCS Manager to manage those servers and is not applicable to standalone
				C-Series rack-mount servers. 
			 



 
		  



 
		

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_4E2364D65BF44C618C40ED5A16036878] 
			 
(Optional)
				Disable Call Home—If the 
				Cisco UCS domain includes Call Home or Smart Call Home, disable Call Home to
				ensure you do not receive unnecessary alerts when 
				Cisco UCS Manager restarts components. For more information, see 
				Disabling Call Home. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_D30C1967504F4B18978FC982C94FE524] 
			 
Activate 
				Cisco UCS Manager—Choose 
				Skip
				  Validation when performing this step. For more information, see 
				Activating the Cisco UCS
				  Manager Software. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_560729F49CA747F2A5C9BEABA5DCFE7E] 
			 
Update the I/O
				modules. For more information, see 
				Updating the Firmware on an
					 IOM or 
				Updating the Firmware on
					 Multiple Endpoints. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_653604D535F040A7AF51614E1771296D] 
			 
Activate the
				I/O modules—Choose 
				Set
				  Startup Version Only when performing this step. For more
				information, see 
				Activating the Firmware on
					 Multiple IOMs 
				  , or 
				Activating the Firmware on an
					 IOM to activate the I/O modules one at a
				time. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_A0FFA333CB6549848958A2E38B9694B5] 
			 
Activate the
				subordinate fabric interconnect. For more information, see 
				Activating the Firmware on a
				  Subordinate Fabric Interconnect. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_230CA04E244243E0823CBD2BAF46729E] 
			 
To avoid control
				plane disruption, manually failover the primary fabric interconnect to the
				fabric interconnect that has already been upgraded. For more information, see 
				Forcing a Fabric Interconnect
				  Failover. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_2CC945D190134683A922E3F1502DBCC2]
			 
Verify that
				the data path has been restored. For more information, see 
				Verifying that the Data Path
				  is Ready. 
			 



 
			 
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d2344e388]
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Caution	




				
To upgrade
				  with minimal disruption, you must confirm the following: 
				

 
				
	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d2344e394] 
					 
Ensure
						that both of the fabric interconnects and the service profiles are configured
						for failover. 
					 



 
				  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d2344e399] 
					 
Verify
						that the data path has been successfully restored from the secondary fabric
						interconnect before you reboot the primary fabric interconnect. 
					 



 
				  



 
			 





 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_4F8D22FC018A4800B60E6E425D7489A0] 
			 
Update adapters
				and CIMC—If you prefer, you can upgrade the CIMC and the adapters in a host
				firmware package as part of the last upgrade step. Certain adapters must be
				upgraded in a host firmware package. For more information, see 
				Updating the Firmware on an
				  Adapter. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_70E2BB73595D47B69C3D8223ED336798] 
			 
Activate
				adapters—Choose 
				Skip
				  Validation and 
				Set
				  Startup Version Only when performing this step. For more
				information, see 
				Activating the Firmware on an
				  Adapter. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_E654D99CAB444A66BF4FB4C0227E468F] 
			 
Activate
				CIMC—Choose 
				Skip
				  Validation when performing this step. For more information, see 
				Activating the CIMC Firmware
				  on a Server. 
			 



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_D4B8C78417AF4124BC9FED376BD96949] 
			 
Update host
				firmware package(s) for servers—Must be the last firmware upgraded. We
				recommend that you upgrade the board controller firmware during this step to
				avoid an additional reboot of servers with that firmware. For more information,
				see 
				Updating a Host Firmware
				  Package. You can upgrade the following firmware in a host firmware
				package: 
			 



 
			 
	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d2344e447] 
				  
BIOS 
				  



 
				

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d2344e452] 
				  
Storage
					 controller 
				  



 
				

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d2344e457] 
				  
Adapters 
				  



 
				

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__d2344e462] 
				  
Cisco
					 Integrated Management Controller (CIMC) 
				  



 
				  

Cisco UCS
					 no longer supports the creation of new management firmware packages. We
					 recommend that you remove the management firmware packages from all service
					 profiles and use host firmware packages to update the CIMC on the servers. 
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Note	



 
					 
The
						board controller firmware upgrade requires an AC power-cycle, which you will be
						prompted to complete when you perform the upgrade. 
					 

 
				  





 
				



 
		  

	
[bookmark: concept_C70F7CFF31AC46C7AD03E8022299C808__li_5ADA07FAFA754FC1B74FB6AD8A1C339E] 
			 
(Optional)
				Enable Call Home—If you disabled Call Home before the upgrading the firmware,
				enable Call Home. For more information, see 
				Enabling Call Home. 
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